The present article brings game studies into dialogue with cultural memory studies and argues for the significance of computer games for historical discourse and memory politics. Drawing upon the works of Robert Rosenstone and Astrid Erll, we develop concepts and theories from film studies and adapt them to respond to the media specificity of computer games. Through a critical reading of the first chapter of the history-based first-person shooter Call of Duty:
Introduction
The present article sketches out a methodological template for an assessment of potential memory-effects connected to history-based, simulated game worlds. Drawing upon Rosenstone's (2006) work on the varying relations between film and history, and developing further the distinction between intra-medial, inter-medial, and pluri-medial levels of analysis of cultural expressions suggested by Erll (2008) , we outline how the first-person shooter Call of Duty: Black Ops (Activision, 2010) creates a particular memory-making potential at the level of narrative and game mechanics. These findings are then contrasted with reference to Czechoslovakia 38-89: Assassination (Charles University in Prague/Czech Academy of Sciences, 2015) , a serious game for education designed to invite meta-historical reflections. In both cases, we do not argue for a determinate impact of games on players or historicopolitical discourses, but describe the textual features through which certain responses and particular subject positions are systematically invited and certain understandings encouraged, before these are actively negotiated in situated practices of reception.
Films, Games, History, and Memory: Re-Working Concepts and Frames
After an initial focus on monuments and artefacts as sources of static knowledge about the past (Nora, 1984; Assmann, 1992) , the field of cultural memory studies has shifted emphasis toward analysis of how contingent memory-potentials are mediated and negotiated in and through a variety of cultural expressions (Landsberg, 2005; Erll, 2011; Erll & Rigney, 2009 ).
In connection to this turn toward a fluid understanding of cultural memory inspired by for instance White's (1980) approach to narrative and discourse as constitutive elements of history, questions of how particular representations -fictitious and otherwise -invite certain understandings of the past and discourage others has moved centre stage. However, in spite of recent focus on the interrelation between computer games and history (Schut, 2007; Uricchio, H. Pötzsch and V. Šisler: 'Playing Cultural Memory', Games & Culture, 2016 (online first) 3 2011; McCall 2012; Chapman, 2013) , so far no studies have investigated the interrelation between games and cultural memory. Taking approaches to the role of film in processes of collective commemoration as a point of departure, the present article aims at bringing into dialogue the fields of game studies and cultural memory research.
Asserting an inherent salience of popular culture for historical thinking and practice, Rosenstone (2001 Rosenstone ( , 2006 argues for the necessity of treating film as an autonomous medium of history, rather than measuring it in relation to criteria implicitly designed for assessments of written narratives. In his reevaluation of film, he distinguishes between three different modes through which the moving image can assert relevance for historical discourse and memory politics: history as drama, history as document, and history as experiment (Rosenstone, 2001, p.52) . Each of these types, he explains, is connected to particular genres that affect how collectives approach and negotiate past events.
For Rosenstone, historiography is not a linear description of allegedly unequivocal past events, but a temporary freeze-frame highlighting one among many possible versions of an ultimately unattainable past. Contingent and negotiated objectification, rather than objectivity, as such emerges as the most salient feature of historical representations that, even in their most denotative form, depend on certain techniques of narrativization and emplotment that dramatize, focalize, create causal links between, and selectively frame past events (White 1980) . Cultural memory studies assert that not only written texts emanating from a historical profession, but all kinds of cultural expressions play a role in this formation and negotiation of a "metaphorical dimension" (Rosenstone, 2006, p.36 ) of history.
When relating Rosenstone's framework to the field of game studies, it becomes apparent that also computer games with historical themes function in the three categories of history as drama, as documentary, and as experiment. To provide a few examples, the game Call of Duty: Black Ops involves players in a dramatization of cold war history that filters key H. Pötzsch and V. Šisler: 'Playing Cultural Memory', Games & Culture, 2016 (online When dealing with history in computer games, issues of representing past events have to be supplemented with attention to the ways through which players are actively engaged in the (re)enactment and (re)shaping of these incidents (McCall, 2012; Peterson, Miller, and Fedorko, 2013; Chapman, 2012 Chapman, , 2013 . As such, to be able to sufficiently account for the interrelation between computer games, historical discourse, and cultural memory, a fourth category -history as simulation -has to be included into Rosenstone's typology. This way, Rosenstone's framework can be adapted to enable a better understanding of the possible memory-making effects of history-based game narratives and experiences of play.
Simulation and the Interpretation of History
In games, history as simulation engages players not only through its narrative and representational frames, but also at a procedural and performative level (Bogost, 2007; Galloway, 2006; McCall, 2012; Chapman, 2012 Chapman, , 2013 . This level directly involves players as H. Pötzsch and V. Šisler: 'Playing Cultural Memory', Games & Culture, 2016 (online first) 5 actors in historical events and renders these available as interactive experiences. As a consequence of this, critiques that exclusively focus on games' historical content are often misguided.
Returning to the examples presented above, it can be argued that even though Call of Duty: Black Ops, and Spec Ops: The Line, function in each their respective category of history as drama, documentary, and experiment, they all enable the emergence of various contingent versions of real or imagined wars in and through simulated events. Players acting in these settings are released into authentic "problem spaces" (McCall, 2012) that enable more or less significant choices in the context of (necessarily simplified) past settings. This performative dimension of history as simulation entails consequences for an understanding of the relation between cultural memory and games.
In contrast to films or novels, in computer games every act of play will give rise to a different representation. While for instance a historical film constitutes one representation that is then interpreted differently by various audiences in particular contexts of reception (figure 1), acts of gameplay bring forth series of conditioned representations that are then read and negotiated by audiences. As Uricchio (2011, p.333 ) puts it, "simulation is capable of generating countless encounters that may subsequently be fixed as representations". Chapman (2012) elaborates on these procedural potentials of the game form for historiography. He argues that in historically inspired game titles, it is precisely the multiplicity of possible narratives that enables critical reflection about the nature of historical discourse and practices of framing and selection. History as simulation enables creative practices of experimentation that allow for playful encounters with a variety of possible pasts.
As such, notes Chapman (2012) , the game form invites meta-historical considerations and critical reflection to a higher degree then for instance film or written works. In this lies the specific significance of games for the formation and negotiation of cultural forms of memory.
The content of the historical representations emerging through practices of play is not entirely dependent upon the decisions of individual players. Rather, game mechanics, procedures, and narrative devices predispose the paradigm of possible representations that reappropriative practices of play can give rise to. As such, games' potential effects on historical discourse and memory politics are contingent upon both the subjective selection of certain variables by designers and developers (aesthetic form), as well as upon the active engagement of these textual frames by players (re-appropriative practices of play). Together, these give rise to series of more or less conditioned historical representations (figure 2). Depending upon the degree of openness of the narrative and procedural frames of the game at hand, the emerging historical representations can be quite similar and differences H. Pötzsch and V. Šisler: 'Playing Cultural Memory', Games & Culture, 2016 (online first) 7 mainly the result of tactical decisions on various battlefields, or they can lead to fundamentally different narrative outcomes of simulated campaigns or wars. Some games invite higher degrees of exploration and potential rescriptings of history than others. The subsequent analysis will show that Call of Assassination represent respective counterpoints on this scale.
Playing the past: Assessing Memory-Making Potentials in Films and Games
Many scholars today agree that, regardless whether presented through literature, films, or games, "history is always a reductive exercise of capturing the evidence of the past and transcoding it into an assimilable narrative" (Chapman, 2013, p.323 ; emphasis in original). As such, the interesting question is not so much whether, or not, films or games are suitable media for the dissemination of historical knowledge, but what specific historical variables are considered salient by the director or designers, how these variables are presented and framed by aesthetic form, and how players can negotiate these in constrained practices of play.
Consequently, analysis of how specific games or genres selectively reduce complexity to create simulated historical environments that frame player experiences and performances becomes a crucial focus of studies interrogating the potential role of games in the cultural negotiations of shared pasts.
Several recent studies have directed attention to the ways through which games filter and frame experiences of the past at the level of both procedure and narrative. Schut (2007) , for instance, identifies a procedurally generated bias in historical simulation games that according to him tend to 1) produce a stereotypically masculine image of history as dependent upon top-down decisions by powerful white men, 2) present history as essentially "a clear chain of cause and effect" (p.223), and 3) reduce complex socio-political and economic developments to predominantly spatially oriented forms of violent interaction. Salvati and H. Pötzsch and V. Šisler: 'Playing Cultural Memory', Games & Culture, 2016 (online first) 8 Bullinger (2013) on the other hand note a "selective authenticity" (p.154) through which war games scaffold player engagements and tie them to established historical master narratives, while Pötzsch (2015) identifies four filters through which the mechanics and narratives of first-and third-person shooters tacitly exclude salient, yet unpleasant, features of warfare such as suffering civilians, sexually motivated forms of violence, racism, and others.
Assessments of the potential impacts of computer games on processes of collective commemoration and memory politics necessitate a methodological framework that either focuses on actual practices of play or that analyzes the formal properties through which such practices are limited and predisposed. While the first venue employs empirical methods such as participant observation or interviews with players and takes its cues from disciplines such as psychology or sociology, the second takes an aesthetic course and describes the narrative and procedural means through which certain potentials for meaning and practice are brought forth. The present article follows the second strain and connects game mechanics and narratives of war-themed titles to certain potentials for historical meaning and practice. To do this, we will introduce the methodological framework proposed by Erll (2008 Erll ( , 2011 for analysis of historical films and adapt it to the media specific properties of computer games.
Taking film as conveyor of historical knowledge as point of departure, Erll (2008) proposes three interrelated levels of analysis to assess the memory-making potentials of movies and other cultural expressions. She distinguishes between an intra-medial, an intermedial, and a pluri-medial analytical focus. An intra-medial approach looks at the formal means and devices through which film (and other media) construct historically inspired diegetic universes and invite particular forms of engagement with the past. Also an intermedial analysis looks at formal textual elements. Here, however, attention is directed to the ways through which a particular representation refers to, comments upon, or re-contextualizes preceding representations dealing with the same historical period or event.
H. Pötzsch and V. Šisler: 'Playing Cultural Memory', Games & Culture, 2016 (online first) 9 According to Erll (2008) , both the intra-and inter-medial levels of analysis merely point to a certain potential for memory-making, but cannot account for the ways through which a certain historical representation is read by situated audiences. Only the third level of analysis -the pluri-medial component -looks into the processes through which the meaning potentials are disseminated to, and activated, negotiated, and/or subverted by, concrete audiences in varying contexts of reception. Both empirical audience research and analysis of distribution patterns, reviews, or educational packages provide perspectives on this plurimedial level. Given the peculiarities of computer games as interactive audio-visual media, however, the intra-medial level of analysis will have to be further distinguished into two separate areas of inquiry, namely game mechanics and narrative.
In the following we will conduct an analysis of the historically inspired FPS-game 
Inter-Medial Analysis: Authenticity and History
According to Erll (2008) the inter-medial level of analysis directs attention to the intertextual connections between a given historical representation, available documents, and a wider historical discourse. As such, the inter-medial level is usually the place where questions of authenticity are negotiated and where memory-making potentials are generated with reference to implied connections to available evidence. In Call of Duty: Black Ops, the opening sequence plays an important role in this respect.
The game's opening sequence can be distinguished into three parts: 1) a short title sequence that discursively situates the game and acknowledges key legal titles, 2) an intermediary cut scene posing a central puzzle to be solved throughout the narrative, and 3) an opening scene that gradually assigns control over the main protagonist to players and effectuates their transition into the diegetic problem space of the game. In all three parts, inter-medial references connect game world and narrative to the historical period of the cold war and this way generate certain expectations to be able to explore authentic historical settings.
The title sequence of Call of Duty: Black Ops consists of a series of unsteady and partly overexposed images, text files, and film clips that rapidly flash over the screen. The shaky and quivering documents contain three sets of information. Firstly, they acknowledge legal titles of production company and developers. Secondly, and important for the present inquiry, iconic historical images and film clips showing familiar cold war politicians or wellknown scenes and settings, function as inter-medial references that connect the evolving game world to key locations and incidents of cold war confrontations, while, thirdly, the brief exposure of heavily redacted official documents situates the game within a discourse of clandestine military operations and government secrecy.
Taken together, these devices invite players to perceive the depicted persons, game maps, and events as realistic and based factual historical incidents. This charges the initial transition of the player into the diegetic universe with expectations of being able to act in authentic environments and to vicariously experience simulated cold war history first-hand.
However, the redacted nature of the documents inserts the additional expectation of taking part in operations previously unknown to the general public inviting for partly counterfactual acts of play.
The intermediary cut scene following the title sequence consists of a close-up on 1960s style radio broadcasting equipment and the face of young woman relentlessly speaking a series of numbers into a microphone. This scene prefigures the major puzzle of the game that is immediately reiterated in the following opening scene that is situated in what appears to be a high-tech interrogation room and introduces the main character, Alex Mason, tied to a chair and exposed to series of apparently meaningless questions interrupted by electroshocks.
During the sequence, players learn that they control a character who lost his memory, who is plagued by series of numbers he is unable to get out of his head, and that he is interrogated about his past deployments as a special forces soldier by an unknown and estranged voice. and threaten to make them detonate deadly toxic agents across the entire country.
As a creative twist to established game narratives, main player character Alex Mason himself emerges as a brainwashed Soviet sleeper agent. Even though he finally breaks the neuro-programming, kills his main adversary, and thus saves the day in a rather generic course of events, the game's end sequence more than hints at a direct involvement of Mason in the murder of John F. Kennedy, thus connecting the narrative to a major source of conspiracy theories from the cold war. Also the use of neuro-programming techniques to remote control humans emerges as a familiar trope that draws upon a body of inter-medial references first and foremost established in cold war movies such as The Manchurian Candidate (John Frankenheimer, 1962) or Telefon (Don Siegel, 1977) .
In sum, the inter-medial layer of Call of Duty: Black Ops clearly situates the game's narrative in a recognizable historical period, but fails to contextualize in-game events and characters in a detailed manner. As such, the brief flashes of secret documents and iconic imageries fail to do justice to the complex and contradictory socio-economic backgrounds of the simulated cold war incidents. One exception might be the brief visual reference to "Operation 40" that might induce players to find out more about this particular secret CIAprogramme designed to topple left-leaning governments in Central and South America ( figure   3 ). We will now move on to an intra-medial level of analysis to assess how the intermedial frames highlighted above are rearticulated through the narrative and mechanics of the game. Particular emphasis will be directed to the game's first chapter set on Cuba in 1961.
Intra-Medial Analysis: Narrative Devices and Game Mechanics
The After having defeated rows of enemies with increasing strengths and capabilities, the player finally reaches Castro's inner chamber. When approaching the door, a series of quicktime events is triggered that force player actions into a narrowly scripted course of events.
With the words "ready to make history?", Mason pushes open the massive door to Castro's bedroom, where the Cuban president emerges in iconic military suit hiding behind a woman who wears a sexy night gown (figure 4). As Mason pulls the trigger of his gun, a cut scene in slow motion follows the emerging bullet until it hits Castro in the head. Once the main opponent is dead, the woman takes up a weapon and tries to attack, while control is handed back to the player who can choose to either shoot her or let companion Woods kill her. After this action scene, a scripted verbal exchange between the two American soldiers anchors the sequence both morally and politically, and metaphorically extends the specific incident as representative for the historical conflict as a whole. Again, player involvement is limited to a passive reception of ready-made game content.
Woods states that the woman is a "crazy bitch" who was used by Castro as "human shield and she still protects him". Mason responds on behalf of the player that "Castro's supporters are fanatical in their devotion to him…" Here, the Cuban president is presented as a coward, hiding behind civilians, yet spawning a form of insane fellowship, while possible in-game performances by players are tied to a repetitive reiteration of these narrow narrative frames. As such, rather than enabling a playful exploration of underlying ambiguities, or a counterfactual testing of different possibilities for historical agency, players are lulled into a tiring generic scenario that caricatures any form of opposition to US interests as the result of incomprehensible evil. In sum, the game's intra-medial level systematically diverts attention away from the socio-political and economic background of the Cuban revolution and, through an interplay of narrative and game mechanics, reduces the complexities of Cuban society and politics to a simple binary opposition. The game conjures up a simulated problem space that narrowly frames possible in-game choices and ties player performances to a narrowly scripted setting.
The ability of players to actively interfere with, and potentially challenge or subvert, the course of events is limited by game mechanics that disable all but directly battle-related and merely tactical choices. Players are invited to perceive historical processes as driven by unambiguous dichotomies such as sanity -madness, good -evil, heroism -cowardice rather than the result of balanced assessments and carefully deliberated decisions by rational actors.
However, through the explicit connections drawn at an inter-medial level between the game world and factual cold war incidents, the generic narratives emerging from conditioned practices of play are charged with memory-making potentials that expand the Manichean normative frames into the realm of historical representation of real-world actors and events.
This does not mean that players will necessarily represent their experiences of play in such historical terms, but merely points to certain memory-making potentials invited at the level of game form.
Pluri-medial analysis: Memory/Politics
A pluri-medial analysis looks into contextual factors that might facilitate or undermine the realization of the various memory-making potentials established at an inter-and intra-medial level. Here, questions of reception, dissemination, and educational or other forms of appropriation become salient.
The title Call of Duty: Black Ops was a major commercial success. The release of the game on November 9, 2010 was a carefully devised marketing event. Oversized posters with the title and iconic image of a soldier, face in the shadows, holding two hand-guns across his chest were visible on billboards across major cities for the period of several weeks. Activision sold 5.6 million copies within 24 hours after release on US and UK markets alone (Associated Press, 2010a) and the game quickly turned into the best-selling video game ever (Bond, 2011) .
ii This vast dissemination points to a wide availability and indicates good conditions for an actualization of the game's formal memory-making potentials.
In addition to its wide dissemination, the game triggered intensive engagements from the side of players. According to Bavelier (2012) , Call of Duty: Black Ops had been played for an accumulated number of 600 million hours only one month after its release.
iii Generally, the game received very good reviews with an average ranking of above 80%. iv These numbers reveal an intensive engagement with the game and point to a widespread availability of the conveyed historical narrative and frames. However, even though the narrative of the campaign mode triggered some protests from the Cuban government (Associated Press, 2010b), generally popular reviews focused more on game mechanics and playability than on critical assessments of historical accuracy.
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In scholarly discourse, on the other hand, the game has been acclaimed for its relevance for culturally framed re-imaginations of cold war history. Reisner (2013) As becomes apparent in the studies by for instance Pötzsch (2015) , Ramsay (2015) , or Salvati and Bullinger (2013) 
Pötzsch's (2013) main point is that Hollywood war and action cinema in general,
regardless concrete settings and contexts, reproduces these abstracting frames that then function as key cultural references providing orientation in ambivalent and contradictory socio-political terrains. According to him, this aesthetics of othering draws an "epistemological barrier" (p.140) that precludes access to the potentially subversive subjectivity of the other. As such, the genre contributes to the cultural formation of frames of war (Butler, 2009, p.5 ) that tacitly predispose not only what we perceive as potential or actual threats, but also what we do not see and recognize, namely the opponent as "legitimate enemy" (Mouffe, 2009, p.102) and, ultimately, grievable life (Butler 2009, p.13) . Based on this conceptual framework, it can be argued that also the peculiar aesthetics of Call of Duty:
Black Ops, and the military shooter in general, reiterate this abstracted meta-narrative and play into similar discursive positions and social optics. As the developers state, their aim was to invite players to "critically evaluate the gained information, exert social skills and empathy, and analytically approach the social constructions of history" (Šisler et al., 2014) . This reflective focus on contingency and A prototype of the educational version of the game has been tested in 13 Czech high school classes in 2013 (Šisler et al., 2014) . A subsequent evaluation was conducted in form of quantitative questionnaires and qualitative self-reports among involved teachers and students.
Results show that students perceived the game as a relevant and authentic source of historical knowledge. In particular, the combination of fictionalized personal testimonies with actual historical materials and documents was mentioned positively. According to the self-reports, the game created an immersive and motivating learning environment that enabled a transformation of history from abstract, yet authoritative, entity into idiosyncratic personal experiences and individual life-stories susceptible to interactive engagements by players.
Teachers reported that they perceive the game as an efficient learning tool that increased motivation to learn about Czech contemporary history, stimulated debates, and encouraged further inquiries by students. In particular they commended the multiple and often contradictory perspectives on the historical events that facilitated meta-historical learning.
Self-reported assessment as a method for evaluation is not without drawbacks. This method is based on subjective feedback of informants that were condensed into final reports.
No formal assessments of possible actual gains in historical knowledge have been conducted.
In addition, the study sample cannot be seen as unbiased. Teachers who volunteered to adopt Czechoslovakia 38-89: Assassination as a teaching tool must be seen as potentially positively biased regarding the self-reported outcomes and impacts on teaching and learning.
Nevertheless, we treat the results as a valuable indication for a certain degree of realization of the game's formal memory-making potentials in and through classroom use.
The launch of the commercial version of Czechoslovakia 38-89: Assassination has been widely publicized in the Czech press and on Czech television. Generally, reviews praised the game for its historical theme, graphical representation, and non-schematized depiction of history. Kouba (2015) for instance notes that the game "presents history from many perspectives", while Grygar (2015, p.67 ) asserts that Czechoslovakia 38-89:
Assassination "excels in depicting small personal compromises leading to greater human tragedies, yet doesn't judge the protagonists -this is something left to the players." v .
While the game's historical content was widely commended, the game mechanics attracted criticism. Grygar (2015, p.67) , for example, notes that Czechoslovakia 38-89:
Assassination constitutes "a suggestive excursion to a dark period of our history that functions well as an interactive document. We can only imagine how it could have worked if the authors had included more well-designed game elements". By the same token, the game is described by Kouba (2015) as "a unique experiment that defines a new genre of interactive educational documents", but maintains that if evaluated as a game, "it would fail".
Online forums and news groups discussing the game prior to commercial release gave it a critical reception that often directed attention to possible impacts of alleged ideological content. Jiřička's (2013) Lenin, now they are given the 'right' version of history through a video game" give an impression of this particular segment of the debate.
In addition, several contributors to the same commentary section objected to the inclusion of Roma and Sudeten-German memories into a "Czech national discourse"
demanding that "[the designers] should rather make a game on teaching Gypsies how to work and how to acquire the social norms of the society they live in", or who argued that "after the atrocities of the war […] people made the genuine struggle to expel the traitors from 'Sudetenland' and to build a truly national -our -Czechoslovak Republic". Also the negative comments cited above, however, apparently treat the game as a relevant historical articulation and challenge it precisely due to what is perceived as misdirected memory-making potentials.
In sum, the pluri-medial level reveals a widespread perception of Czechoslovakia 38-89: Assassination as a relevant articulation within Czech historical discourse and beyond.
Both critics and promoters apparently agree to the discursive significance of the game, a fact that points to a certain realization of the potentials for memory-making in pluri-medial constellations.
Games, Memory, History: A Conclusion
The present contribution argued for the relevance of computer games for historical discourse and memory politics. Through a formal analysis of two game titles, Call of Duty: Black Ops and Czechoslovakia 38-89: Assassination, we firstly sketched out a generic rhetoric of war characteristic of mainstream first-person shooters, before we showed how a serious historical game for education enables a productive questioning of established historical discourses and frames. In doing so, we combined theories and concepts from the fields of game studies and cultural memory research to develop methodological tools for an analysis of games as media for historical understanding and practice.
We potentials that spread through, and actualize in, pluri-medial networks. Consequently, both games need to be taken seriously and merit the critical attention of historians and scholars of cultural memory.
